Abstract

Very little research in knowledge discovery has studied how to incorporate statistical methods to automate linear correlation discovery (LCD). We present an automatic LCD methodology that adopts statistical measurement functions to discover correlations from databases' attributes. Our methodology automatically pairs attribute groups having potential linear correlations, measures the linear correlation of each pair of attribute groups, and confirms the discovered correlation. The methodology is evaluated in two sets of experiments. The results demonstrate the methodology's ability to facilitate linear correlation discovery for databases with a large amount of data.
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1. Introduction

As competition among businesses continue to increase, it is crucial for organizations to discover knowledge that could give them advantages over their competitors. In the past, such knowledge often was obtained by collecting data and testing it against some predefined hypothesis (i.e., a hypothetico-deductive approach to obtaining knowledge). Lately, greater emphasis has been given to discovering (inducing) knowledge from existing databases. The knowledge discovery approach employs various data mining algorithms such as association rule mining algorithms [1] to obtain knowledge from databases. However, very little work has investigated the possibility of automating traditional data analysis using statistical methods for knowledge discovery [2–5]. Because the amount of data generated and accumulated continues to exceed the number of available experienced analysts [6], it is imperative to develop methods to automate and expedite data analysis for knowledge discovery from existing databases [7,8]. This research establishes a novel discovery methodology to induce business knowledge (also called business intelligence) in the form of linear correlations for better decision making.

As an illustration of the usefulness of such automated knowledge discovery, consider an organization with globally distributed factories that wants to determine how factory effectiveness can be improved. Factory effectiveness includes various aspects, such as, cost per unit produced, output per day and factory downtime. Furthermore, many possible factors could influence factory effectiveness, including wages, reliability of supply, and age of the factory. In traditional data analysis, data analysts must first propose a set of hypotheses for testing. Statistics software, such as SAS/STAT and SPSS Base, can provide only the mechanisms to test these possible relationships [9]. Therefore, data analysts are responsible for ascertaining the appropriate analysis that will identify relationships through hypothesis testing, and must manually select the appropriate factor, outcome, and measurement function for each analysis. Often, fatigue, overhead, manpower cost, and the limits of human cognitive capability detract from a thorough understanding and complete analysis of the sheer volume of data available from existing business databases.

In this research, we demonstrate that these manual tasks of traditional data analysis (i.e., proposing hypotheses and selecting factors, outcomes, and measurement functions) can be automated for knowledge discovery in databases. Specifically, we automate linear correlation discovery (LCD), the goal of which is to determine whether two attributes or sets of attributes (i.e., attribute groups) have a relationship. A thorough discussion of LCD is presented in Section 2.1.

Some previous work has addressed related problems. Hou [3] developed a system that determined whether a regression or a classifier were appropriate for analyzing a system. The SNOT project [2] derived some properties of attributes that could be leveraged for analysis. Aladwani [4] created an expert system to select an appropriate multiple-comparison test. Some authors have developed clustering or classification algorithms based on correlation (e.g., derivatives of Principal Component Analysis [5]), while others have developed pre-processors to select the ‘best’ algorithm for a given task [7,8]. However, to our knowledge, no one has attempted specifically to automate linear correlation discovery.
1.1. Research objective and contributions

The objective of this research is to demonstrate the feasibility of automating and expediting the LCD process. To do so, we develop a methodology that contributes to knowledge discovery in databases, particularly LCD, in four ways:

- **Classify attributes.** We semi-automatically derive the measurement properties of attributes such as distance and order and employ this information to classify attributes. Attribute classification occurs through the analysis of schema information, such as attribute data type and length, and data contents (attribute values) of the target relational database. Although users and analysts may be able to perform this task manually, our goal is to automate as much of the LCD process as possible to reduce unnecessary human involvement.

- **Consider attribute groups.** We consider potential correlations among sets of attributes (i.e., attribute groups) as well as among individual attributes. For example, it is not sufficient to conjecture that the age of a factory or employee wage alone influences factory performance. It is instead necessary to conjecture that factory age and wages together affect factory performance.

- **Determine the correlation measurement functions.** We establish a set of heuristic rules to determine the most appropriate correlation measurement function to measure each potential induced linear correlation.

- **Confirm the discovered correlations.** The discovered linear correlations are confirmed by repeating the same measurement on subsequent data samples. Therefore, artifact discoveries can be rejected automatically.

To evaluate the proposed methodology, we have developed a prototype system, the Linear Correlation Discovery System. The prototype uses the Visual Basic language as well as MS Access and SPSS Base as the underlying database and statistical analysis packages, respectively [10].

1.2. Paper organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces LCD and provides an overview of the proposed methodology. Section 3 discusses the use of random samples to expedite the discovery process. Sections 4 and 5 discuss the induction and measurement of potential linear correlations, respectively. Section 6 presents the method to confirm discovered correlations. Section 7 then elaborates on the evaluation experiments. Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses further directions. Appendices A and B present the heuristic rules established for the proposed methodology.

2. Linear correlation discovery methodology

The LCD methodology requires that data for discovery have two characteristics. First, they must be represented in tabular form because most quantitative analyses assume a tabular representation of data [11] and most business databases currently are based on the relational data model (i.e., tabular form). Second, the data must have four common data types: Integer, Decimal,
Date, and String. Some data types such as Varchar, Memo, Currency and Boolean can be mapped as String, String, Decimal and Integer respectively. Other data types (e.g., Graphic, OLE_object) that require graphics, document matching, or other sophisticated functions to measure their correlation are not considered.

Throughout this paper, we illustrate the LCD methodology using an example table from a fictitious global corporation that sells only one kind of item: widgets. Table 1 presents the attributes of this example.

2.1. Linear correlation discovery

Linear correlation discovery refers to the discovery of associations among attribute groups (sets of attributes). The term “linear” refers to the assumption that all attributes within an attribute group are independent of one another and their effects are therefore additive. For example, assume a relationship between Worker_Age and Factory_Age on Widgets_Made. If factory B is half as old as factory A and has workers that are half as old as those in factory A, a linear method for data analysis would assume that factory A is half as productive as factory B. The proposed LCD methodology does not simply assume that factory A was one-fourth as productive as factory B (i.e., \( \frac{1}{4} \times \frac{1}{2} = \frac{1}{8} \)).

“Correlation” refers to the proportion of explained variance between two attribute groups [12] and attempts to determine whether the dispersion (variance) of values in one attribute group can predict the dispersion in another. For example, the workers in different factories will have separate ages. Similarly, individual factories will have their own levels of performance. If younger (older)

---

1 Note that linearity is a conservative assumption. An LCD analysis can identify that a relationship exists between the attributes in a multiplicative (interaction) case but would specify the relationship incorrectly and misestimate the strength and significance of the relationship.
workers tend to improve (reduce) factory productivity, there is a correlation between worker age and factory productivity.

Linear correlation discovery differs from association rule mining or market basket analysis [1,13,14], in that it identifies relationships among attribute groups and is suited to making general inferences about a domain. Association rule discovery, in contrast, identifies the relationships among the attributes' instances and is useful for deriving local properties of the instances. For example, the widely accepted idea that workers who have more than eight hours overtime per week tend to have higher defect rates is an instance-based relationship and can be supported with association rule mining techniques. Conversely, the general rule that overtime is inversely related to productivity is discoverable only through a correlation. Therefore, LCD is more useful than association rule mining for inferring global tendencies about attribute groups; it is, for example, more useful to develop a general rule that relates overtime and productivity (linear correlation) than to map separate levels of overtime to distinct productivity levels (association rule mining). In addition, LCD can guide association rule discovery. For example, a relationship between factory region and productivity might suggest that association rule mining could pinpoint specific high productivity regions. Furthermore, even when no correlation exists, association rule mining can often generate artifacts or incorrect results [13]. Finally, linear correlation is a necessary precondition to infer causality [15]. Note that the above does not imply that linear correlation discovery is better: linear correlation discovery and association rule mining discover different things.

There are two measures of interest in a correlation: strength and significance. The strength of a correlation ranges from 0 to 1. This measures the amount of common dispersion between two attribute groups. The significance of the correlation, which also ranges from 0 to 1, is the probability that the correlation is coincidental. A lower score implies a genuine (i.e., non-coincidental) relationship. Three factors influence significance: (1) the strength of the correlation: the stronger the correlation, the more believable it is; (2) the sample size: the more times we see the correlation occur, the more believable it is; and (3) the level of skepticism (i.e., statistical power): the more skeptical the analyst is, the more evidence is needed to make the correlation believable [16].

2.2. Linear correlation discovery and data mining

In this research, we adopt statistical techniques (e.g., correlation measurement functions), but follow the data mining approach [17–19]. In the data mining approach, relationships are discovered in pre-existing data [7,20,21]. In contrast, in the hypothetico-deductive approach of classic inferential statistics, data is collected to test hypotheses proposed by humans [15]. Fig. 1 contrasts the two approaches. In the hypothetico-deductive approach, the hypothesis that overtime leads to
lower performance drives the development of an experiment to test whether the hypothesis is true. In data mining, pre-existing overtime and productivity data lead to the conclusion that overtime is related to decreased performance.

The fundamental tradeoff between these two approaches is accuracy versus cost [22]. In the hypothetico-deductive approach, data is collected to rule out any threats to validity, and the data analyst has confidence that certain counter explanations are not plausible. For example, the analyst might rule out that overtime is caused by low productivity (the reverse hypothesis) because overtime was directly manipulated in the experiment. However, it is significantly less expensive to infer knowledge from the existing factory databases than to manipulate worker overtime.

Because this research leverages the statistics, data mining, and database literature, many terms herein have similar but not identical meanings to those that have been used in these research streams. It is therefore necessary to clearly define these commonly used terms, which are summarized in Table 2.

### Table 2 Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>A column in a table (e.g., a relation in a relational database). The term is similar to “item” or “variable” in quantitative research, except that items and variables are theory laden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute group</td>
<td>A set of attributes. The term used here is similar to the term “formative construct,” as used in quantitative research, except that theory is induced from the attribute group to the construct instead of from the construct to the attribute group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>The demonstration that a relationship exists in a database. The term contrasts with validity, which indicates that a relationship is true in the real world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>A standardized measure of the covariance between two attribute groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain class</td>
<td>The classification of the measurement properties of attributes and attribute groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Achieving independence. That is, attributes in an attribute group are assumed to be uncorrelated, and interaction effects are not hypothesized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear correlation discovery</td>
<td>The automatic application of linear correlation functions to induce relationships from data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation</td>
<td>A ‘table’ in a relational database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity</td>
<td>The demonstration that a relationship is true in the real world.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through our proposed methodology, we establish a five-step LCD process, as depicted in Fig. 2.

#### 2.3. Linear correlation discovery process

**Step 1:** Determine discovery parameters. The sample size to be analyzed and the thresholds for “interestingness” are determined and specified. In Section 3, we present the method to determine sample size. The thresholds for each step of the methodology are specified for the corresponding methods.

**Step 2:** Classify attributes. The relation (i.e., table) or query result for LCD is identified and extracted from the target database. It is assumed that the relation or query result to be analyzed has been identified a priori. The schema information of the imported relation
is also obtained from the data dictionary of the target database and used to derive the attributes’ measurement properties (e.g., distinctness, order and distance). In turn, measurement properties are used to classify the attributes and determine the appropriate correlation measurement functions to discover the linear correlations. In Section 4, we present a method for deriving these measurement properties by examining not only the schema information but also data instances. Because many widely accepted database management system (DBMS) interchange formats (e.g., ODBC, JDBC) exist, we do not discuss how relations are extracted and prepared for discovery.

**Step 3: Induce potential correlations.** When the attributes are classified, they form valid attribute groups according to their measurement properties. The resulting attribute groups are paired to highlight the potential linear correlations. We provide details about the generation of attribute groups and the induction of potential linear correlations in Section 4.

**Step 4: Measure potential correlations.** Beginning with the pairs with the fewest attributes, the potential correlations are then measured. We elaborate on this step in Section 5.
Step 5: Confirm discovered correlations. A set of data samples is extracted using the same sampling method as described in Step 2, to analyze and confirm the discovered linear correlations. The discovered correlations are then remeasured with the new samples. If the cumulative results surpass the threshold values, the discovered correlations are confirmed, as we discuss in Section 6.

3. Data sampling method

To determine the sample size for analysis, we apply Eq. (1), which estimates the sample size \( N \) on the basis of population proportions \([23,24]\). This formula does not require knowledge about the effect size or the shape of the population distribution. Such statistics are difficult to determine and obviate the need for sample analyses. Because the formula assumes very little about the properties of the population analyzed, it tends to overestimate the sample size required.

\[
N = \frac{p \times (1 - p) \times Z(\alpha/2)^2}{\epsilon^2}
\]  
(1)

In Eq. (1), \( p \) is a value, between 0 and 0.5, that indicates a degree of variability; \( \epsilon \) is the degree of error that varies between 0 and 1 (i.e., the precision of the sample); \( z \) is the probability of exceeding this degree of error (i.e., the accuracy of the sample); and \( Z \) is a function that describes the area under the standard normal curve \([23,24]\). If \( p \), the degree of variability, is not known, the worst case value of 0.5 can be adopted. Because the formula assumes an infinite population, it can estimate a sample size for any relation (i.e., table) with many data instances (i.e., tuples). Finally, the thresholds \( z \) and \( \epsilon \) are normally set between 0.01 and 0.05 \([23,24]\).

Suppose that the distribution of values of the sample differs from the distribution of values in the population by, at most, 2.5\% (\( \epsilon \)), 95\% of the time \((1 - z)\). Eq. (1) will then indicate that 1537 samples are sufficient (the \( Z \) score for \( \alpha/2 \), 0.025, is 1.96, thus \( N = \frac{0.25 \times 1.96^2}{0.025^2} = 1536.64 \approx 1537 \)). Therefore, we would employ 1537 data samples for correlation induction and measurement, and discovery confirmation.

4. Induction of potential linear correlations

Potential linear correlations are induced in the following sequence: (1) attribute classification, (2) attribute group generation, and (3) induction of potential linear correlations for discovery. By identifying the set of measurement properties, we create the foundation for automatic attribute classification. In addition, these properties establish the attribute domain hierarchy depicted in Fig. 3. The three main classes of the attribute domain hierarchy, Nominal, Ordinal and Interval map to properties frequently employed in statistical analyses \([25]\).

For example, the property distinctness occurs within the Nominal domain class. An attribute is distinct if two unique instances have different meanings, such as the values “China” and “Japan” in the attribute Country. The Nominal domain contains two terminal classes: Categorical, and Dichotomous. If an attribute possesses only two distinct instances, it
belongs to the **DICHOTOMOUS** domain class, in which attributes are subject to a limited distance comparison. For example, the attribute `Has_ERP` has only two possible values: Yes and No, and therefore belongs to the **DICHOTOMOUS** domain class; one can claim that $|Yes - No| = |No - Yes|$. Some correlation functions (e.g., logistic regression) exploit this property. In contrast, the **CATEGORICAL** domain class does not have a distance comparison property. Thus, the sample attribute `Factory_Location` belongs to the **CATEGORICAL** domain class; it is impossible to claim $|China - Japan| = |Japan - France|$.

The **ORDINAL** domain class includes both distinctness and order properties. The values of an attribute in this domain class are ranked. For example, the attribute values of `Transport_Service` are ranked from 1, which indicates a dependent and therefore dependable company, to 3, which indicates an unreliable company.

The **interval** domain class includes the properties of the **ORDINAL** class, as well as distance. It is therefore possible to determine the interval between two instances of this domain class. For example, with `Transport_Service`, it is not possible to determine how much better a dependable company is than an unreliable company. However, with `Avg_Wage`, a wage of $4000 is better than $3000 by $1000. The **interval** domain class has two subclasses, **DATE** and **NUMBER**, containing attributes whose values indicate dates (e.g., `Start_Date`) or are subject to all arithmetic operations (e.g., `Avg_Wage`), respectively.

### 4.1. Attribute classification

The data type of an attribute can possibly map to more than one attribute classification. For example, the Integer data type does not necessarily imply a **NUMBER**. An Integer can represent a **DATE** (e.g., a date with the format YYYYMMDD), an **ORDINAL** (e.g., `Transport_Service`, where '1' means a dependent company, and '3' means an unreliable company), a **CATEGORICAL** (e.g., `Region`, where 1 is North America, 2 is Europe, and so forth), or a **DICHOTOMOUS** (e.g., `Has_ERP` where 1 is Yes) domain class. In Table 3, we describe the possible domain classes for each data type. Because of the variety of potential domain classes, the proposed LCD methodology must analyze not only the schema information (including its data type, attribute length, data format and input masks), but also data instances. On the basis of those derived measurement properties, heuristic rules then determine and assign the most appropriate domain class to each attribute.

Although many are possible, only one class from the attribute domain hierarchy {**DICHOTOMOUS**, **DATE**, **ORDINAL**, **CATEGORICAL**, **NUMBER**} can be assigned to an attribute. Some attributes may not fit into any domain class; these would not be considered for LCD. We present a
thorough discussion of these heuristic rules in Appendix A, but here, we briefly illustrate their use for classifying the Region attribute with distinct instances (North America, Europe, Asia, South America, and Africa). Region has a String data type. Furthermore, because its instances contain alphabetic characters, it cannot be NUMBER. Although the number of distinct instances in the attribute are fairly small, there are more than two, so it cannot be DICHOTOMOUS. It cannot be DATE, because the instances do not contain a month sequence (e.g., January, February, March). Finally, it cannot be ORDINAL, because the variation in the length of the instances is very high and the first letters of the sorted values do not cover the entire alphabet. That is, the sequence does not have an instance that begins with the letter “B” instead, “(A)sia”, is followed by “(E)urope,” which means that all the letters from “B” to “D” are skipped. Therefore, the only domain class that Region can be assigned to is CATEGORICAL.

4.2. Attribute group generation

After attributes have been classified according to the domain hierarchy, the proposed LCD methodology generates valid attribute groups. A set of attributes is considered as a valid group if a proper domain class can be assigned to the entire group. By removing any attribute groups without a proper domain class assigned, the proposed LCD methodology reduces the number of attribute groups to be considered and expedites the discovery process.

The generation of attribute groups proceeds as follows: first, each attribute is treated as a single-attribute group. Second, two attributes are combined if their domain classes result in a valid domain class, according to Table 4. Third, the attribute groups with two attributes are then combined with another attribute to form three-attribute groups. Again, Table 4 provides the means to determine whether the resultant attribute group has a valid domain class assigned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>ORDINAL</th>
<th>CATEGORICAL</th>
<th>DICHOTOMOUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decimal</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Possible domain classes of each data type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attr. Grp B</th>
<th>Attr. Grp A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>DATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDINAL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORICAL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICHOTOMOUS</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Summary of domain class assignments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attr. Grp B</th>
<th>Attr. Grp A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>DATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDINAL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORICAL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICHOTOMOUS</td>
<td>NUMBER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In most cases, an attribute group is assigned to the domain class with the fewest properties, which ensures that subsequent analysis does not employ a property that is inapplicable to some attributes. For example, when an **Order** attribute and a **Category** attribute are combined, the result is a **Category** attribute group. There are exceptions to this rule. For example, the combination of **Number** or **Date** with **Category** would produce too many instances to be analyzed meaningfully as **Category**, and therefore, such cases are discarded. However, when a **Number** attribute group is combined with a **Binary** attribute group, the resultant attribute group can be assigned as a **Number** attribute group because the **Binary** attribute group possesses the distance property.

Because Table 4 is associative, the order of combination does not affect the resulting domain class. For example, the attributes **Region**, **Transport_Service** and **Has_ERP**, are assigned the **Category**, **Order** and **Binary** domain class, respectively. According to Table 4, the resultant attribute group {**Region**, **Transportation_Service**, **Has_ERP**} is assigned the **Category** domain class regardless of the sequence in which the three attributes were combined into an attribute group.

The same domain class assignment procedure can be applied to attribute groups with four or more attributes. However, in the evaluation experiments, we restrict the size of the attribute groups to three. There are two reasons for this limit. First, the smaller size reduces the computational effort of the discovery process. Second, correlations between large attribute groups typically are caused by correlations between smaller attribute groups [11]. In turn, it is usually unnecessary to automate the linear correlation of large attribute groups; such correlations can be derived instead through visual inspection.

After the attribute groups are formed, the pair of any two attribute groups that have no attributes in common is a candidate for linear correlation discovery. For example, the attribute groups {**Region**, **Start_Date**} and {**Defects**} might be paired, but {**Region**, **Start_Date**} and {**Region**} cannot be.

5. Measurement of potential linear correlations

5.1. Determination of measurement functions

For each attribute group pair, an appropriate measurement function must be determined to evaluate its linear correlation (Table 5). The appropriate measurement function is determined on the basis of the domain classes of the attribute groups to be correlated. For example, the Box–Cox function is appropriate for measuring the correlation of the pair {**Avg_Wage**, **Widgets_Made**} because both attributes belong to the **Number** domain class. If we pair the attribute group {**Cost_Unit**, **Widgets_Made**} (**Number** domain class) with the attribute group {**Transport_Service**, **Country**} (**Category** domain class), according to Table 5, MANOVA is the appropriate correlation measurement function.

We choose 12 measurement functions (summarized in Table 5), which represent an extension of the attribute characteristic/measurement function mapping framework found in [26] (p. 269). Each chosen correlation function can be applied only to attributes with specific measurement properties (e.g., distinctiveness and order). We do not elaborate on these measurement functions.
here because they are commonly discussed in most statistics textbooks (e.g., [11,27,28]). However, note that the attribute groups of the INTERVAL domain class are subcategorized into single (1) and multi-(N) attribute groups to reflect the variation present in many such correlation functions. This distinction does not appear for other domain classes. Multi-attribute groups cannot be assigned to the ORDINAL domain class (see Section 4.2), and those assigned to the CATEGORICAL domain class can be treated as if they were single attributes. For example, the attribute group \{Transport_Service, Has ERP\} can be treated as if it contains four instances, (Yes, Yes), (Yes, No), (No, Yes), and (No, No). Finally, multi-attribute groups assigned to the DICHOTOMOUS domain class are treated as multi-attribute NUMBERS, in that the DICHOTOMOUS domain class contains the limited distance semantic. We explain our rationale for selecting these functions as optimal for LCD in Appendix B.

5.2. Assessment of correlations

The correlation measurement function deemed appropriate for a pair of attribute groups \((X, Y)\) is then evaluated to obtain the strength \(S_{(X,Y)}\) and significance \(p_{(X,Y)}\) scores. As defined previously, the strength score measures the proportion of explained variance, or the strength of the correlation between the attribute groups (e.g., \(R^2\)), whereas the significance score measures the probability that the covariance occurs by chance. An attribute group pair \((X, Y)\) is considered a discovered linear correlation if its strength score \(S_{(X,Y)}\) is greater than a strength threshold \(\gamma\), and the statistical significance \(p_{(X,Y)}\) is less than a threshold \(\alpha\). The commonly chosen default threshold for \(\alpha\) is

### Table 5
Selection of correlation measurement functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER (N)</td>
<td>NUMBER (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>BT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>BT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ord.</td>
<td>OL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat.</td>
<td>MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dich.</td>
<td>LO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BC = Box–Cox.
BT = Box-Tidwell.
\(R^2\) = Pearson’s coefficient of determination.
CC = Canonical correlation.
OL = Ordered logit.
\(\rho\) = Spearman’s coefficient of rank determination.
AN = One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
MA = One-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).
\(\lambda\) = Goodman and Kruskal’s lambda.
LO = Logistic regression/ANOVA/MANOVA.
PB = Point biserial correlation coefficient.
\(\phi\) = Phi coefficient.
0.05 [29], and 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 (i.e., $R^2$ values of 0.01, 0.09 and 0.25, respectively) represent good small, medium, and large threshold values of $\gamma$ [16]. Then, to detect and reject artifact linear correlations automatically, the discovered linear correlations are subjected to further analysis with additional data samples.

For the pair $(X, Y)$ with a linear correlation, any attribute group that contains this pair as a subset is flagged as non-analyzable, because the pair’s strong correlation will distort any correlation computed on supersets of that pair. For example, if the correlation between $\{\text{Worker\_Age}\}$ and $\{\text{Avg\_Wage}\}$ are strong and significant, the correlation between $\{\text{Worker\_Age, Avg\_Wage}\}$ and $\{\text{Defects}\}$ will be distorted and therefore should not be considered.

6. Confirmation of discovery

By developing a discovery confirmation method, we aim to eliminate artifact discoveries from the automatic LCD process. This method adopts a common practice for validating theories in science [30], in that it repeats the discovery measurement step on a set of new data samples drawn from the original relation. This repetition serves to increase our confidence in the discovered linear correlations.

Consider, for example, that a scientist discovers that smoking and cancer are correlated with a $p$-value of 0.03. Three associates of the scientist independently replicate the experiment on new samples and obtain separate $p$-values of 0.03, 0.04, and 0.05. A meta-analytical test (e.g., Fisher’s Combined Test: see Eq. (2)), shows that the probability that the three scientists could all obtain such low $p$-values is substantially less than 0.03. We therefore can establish from their combined measures that a correlation exists between smoking and cancer. The confirmation method for our proposed LCD methodology uses the same principle and proceeds with the following steps:

1. Specify threshold values. Three threshold values must be specified for the confirmation: (1) the all-pairs significance threshold value $\alpha_R$, (2) the all-pairs effect size threshold $\sigma$, and (3) the all-pairs power threshold $\beta$. An intermediate significance threshold value then should be calculated from the all-pairs significance threshold value using a traditional technique that adjusts for alpha inflation (e.g., Bonferroni, Tukey-w, Dunn, Dunn-Šidák). The Bonferroni technique, a conservative approach in which $\alpha = \frac{\alpha_R}{D}$, where $D$ is the number of attribute group pairs to test can be adopted as the default [31,32].

2. Generate confirmation data samples. Initially, random sampling of the original relation generates two data sets. The first set controls for artificial correlations discovered in the initial analysis. The second set controls for artificial correlations discovered in the first test set. To confirm a discovered correlation, more test data sets may be generated.

3. Repeat measurement functions. We obtain the strength and significance scores of the confirmation data sets by executing the originally chosen correlation measurement function.

4. Compare the obtained $p$-values. In the example of the scientist who found a correlation between smoking and cancer, the actual confidence of the statistical significance score for the replicated results could be established using a meta-analytical test such as the Fisher, Winer or Stouffer test. For discovery confirmation, Fisher’s combined test [33] is also adopted.
to confirm the statistical significance of the test set. Eq. (2) represents Fisher’s combined test, where $k$ is the number of resamples, $p_i$ is the $p$-value obtained for the correlation from each test set, and $\chi^2_{df=2k}$ is the chi-square statistic with 2$k$ degrees of freedom.

$$p' = \chi^2\left( -2 \sum_{i=1}^{k} (\ln p_i), df = 2k \right)$$

(2)

$\chi^2(a,b)$ indicates the $p$-value of the chi-square distribution given score $a$ and degrees of freedom $b$. When this value ($p'$) is compared with the intermediate significance threshold value, if the threshold value is greater, the correlation is confirmed. We prefer Fisher’s combined test to other meta-analytical tests (e.g., Winer and Stouffer) because it has been shown to be more robust [23,28,34].

(5) Derive the effect size for each pair of attribute groups. Using Eq. (3), we determine the effect size ($S$), the strength of the correlation from test set $i$ ($R^2_i$), and the number of test sets ($n$) [33,16,35]. The meta-analytic $p$-value and the effect size enable us to estimate both the power of the test set and the interestingness of the correlation.

$$S \approx \sqrt{\frac{\sum R^2_i}{n}}$$

(3)

(6) Derive the individual power for each test set and discovered correlation. With Eq. (4), we can determine the individual power for each test set, where $Z(x)$ is the score of $x$ on the $Z$-distribution (standard normal curve); $b_i$ is the statistical power for test set $i$; $\alpha$ and $S$ are the statistical significance threshold and effect size for the correlation, respectively; and $n$ is the number of tuples in the test set [16].

$$Z(b_i) = \left( \text{arctanh} S + \frac{S}{2(n-1)} \right) \sqrt{n - 3} - Z(1 - \alpha)$$

(4)

(7) Derive the individual power for each discovered correlation. For the application of the Fisher Combined Test (Eq. (2)), where $b_i$ is substituted for $p_i$, and $\beta$ for $p'$, if the individual power of the correlation is below the threshold value $\beta$, a new test set must be obtained, and the confirmation method reiterates from Step 2.

(8) Compare the all-pairs significance and all-pairs effect size with threshold values. If the significance threshold of all-pairs is greater than the obtained meta-analytic score and the effect size of all-pairs is less than the meta-analytic score, the correlation is confirmed. Otherwise, it is rejected.

This confirmation method can be confounded when the individual samples have low power (i.e., <0.50). To control this situation, resampling should be performed 15 times at most (i.e., the initial 2 test sets and up to 13 iterations). Any confirmation that requires more than 15 samples should be considered inconclusive. We use 15 as the threshold because Fisher’s Combined Test, in which each sample contributes 2 degrees of freedom, is based on a chi-square distribution that does not change substantially after 30 degrees of freedom [28,29,34].
The factory example falls within this limit with its twelve attributes for knowledge discovery (Region, Country, Worker_Age, Avg_Overtime, Avg_Wage, Start_Date, Transport_Service, Has_ERP, Cost_Unit, Widgets_Made, Defects, and Factory_Downtime). If we consider only single-attribute linear correlation discovery, we have 144 possible correlations (i.e., 12 × 12). However, only some of the relationships are of interest; for example, we are not interested in the relationship between Country and Start_Date on the basis of their measurement properties. Specifically, we are interested in the relationships between the eight descriptive attributes: Region, Country, Worker_Age, Avg_Overtime, Avg_Wage, Start_Date, Transport_Service, and Has_ERP and four result-oriented attributes: Cost_Unit, Widgets_Made, Defects, and Factory_Downtime. The data analyst is responsible for ascertaining the useful predictor (e.g., Avg_Wage) and outcome (e.g., Cost_Unit) attributes. Therefore, in the example, the LCD process should consider only 32 (i.e., 8 × 4) possible single-attribute relationships. If we set the significance threshold at 0.05 (i.e., α = 0.05), the accepted intermediate significance threshold for one pair will be 0.05 ÷ 32 = 0.0015. The statistical power and effect size thresholds are 0.8 and 0.06, respectively [16,29].

Assume that the initial measurement of the correlation between Avg_Overtime and Defects has a strength of 0.062 (see Table 6). This strength score suggests a correlation between Avg_Overtime and Defects and thereby requires further confirmation. The confirmation method resamples two new data sets, trial 1 and 2, from the database, and finds significance scores of 0.0289 and 0.057 and strength scores of 0.06 and 0.05, respectively. The overall significance and strength scores for trial 1 are thus 0.0122 and 0.055. Because the combined power score is less than 0.80, the confirmation process iterates, and each additional trial generates a new confirmation data sample. At the sixth trial, a satisfactory level of power has been achieved (i.e., 0.839 > 0.8), which means that the combined statistical significance of the seven test samples is less than 0.0015, and the discovered correlation is confirmed; a correlation really exists between Avg_Overtime and Defects. However, because the strength (effect size) of this pair is less than the threshold value (i.e., 0.055 < 0.06), the correlation should be rejected as uninteresting.

Table 6
Example of discovery confirmation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Trial set #</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test set</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>Test set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery</td>
<td>0.0269</td>
<td>0.0289</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0570</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1031</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0358</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0311</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Evaluation experiments

We have developed a prototype system, the Linear Correlation Discovery System, to evaluate the proposed LCD methodology [10]. In a first set of experiments, we evaluate the effectiveness of the heuristic rules for attribute classification. We also perform a second set of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the LCD methodology.

7.1. Heuristic rules for attribute classification

To assess the effectiveness of the heuristic rules, we compare the domain classes derived by the heuristic rules for attribute classification with the given semantic descriptions provided for the public domain data sets [36–47], most of which were obtained from the CMU, UCI, and World Bank data repositories [48–50]. Of a total of 319 attributes, the domain classes of 307 attributes were assigned correctly, which indicates an accuracy rate of 96.2% for the heuristic rules. Only one of the data sets had more than one error per 10 attributes.

Table 7
Experimental results on heuristic rules for attribute classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th># Attr</th>
<th># Attr(\sqrt{})</th>
<th>Incorrect classification</th>
<th>Reason for failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>No_of_Cylinders and Time_to_accelerate were classified as Ordinal instead of NUMBER</td>
<td>Too few distinct instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Education was classified as Ordinal instead of INTERVAL</td>
<td>Too few distinct instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sample_Date was classified as NUMBER instead of as DATE</td>
<td>Day values of the attribute were given the value '00'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>No error</td>
<td>No error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No error</td>
<td>No error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No error</td>
<td>No error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Education was classified as Categorical instead of Ordinal</td>
<td>Instances of EDUCATION were found in the dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>#_in_family and #_kids classified as Ordinal instead of NUMBER</td>
<td>Too few distinct instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45](\text{a}) (City)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>stfips and plfips classified as NUMBER instead of CATEGORICAL</td>
<td>Both of these are city region codes. However, there are over 30 possible distinct codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45](\text{b}) (Metro)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>MSACode identified as NUMBER instead of CATEGORICAL</td>
<td>There are over 30 distinct MSA codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45](\text{a}) (Country)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>stfips and plfips classified as NUMBER instead of CATEGORICAL</td>
<td>Both of these are city region codes. However, there are over 30 possible distinct codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46](\text{a}) (6095)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>No error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46](\text{b}) (Panel)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>No error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>No error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{a}\) This data collection contains three separate data sets.

\(\text{b}\) This data collection contains six separate data sets. Only two of the data sets come with accompanying descriptions.
In Table 7, which summarizes the experimental result, # Attr indicates the number of attributes in a data set; # Attr√ indicates the number of attributes correctly assigned by the heuristic rules; Incorrect Classification describes those attributes assigned to incorrect domain classes, as well as the nature of the error; and Reason for Failure summarizes the reasons behind the incorrect assignment. Half of the incorrectly assigned attributes should have been classified as NUMBER but instead were classified as ORDINAL. These attributes have the following common syntactic features:

- The data values are represented by integers and have few distinct values. The combination of these two characteristics caused them to be misidentified as ORDINAL.
- They are predominantly used to count something (e.g., years of education, number of children). The sole exception was the attribute “Time to Accelerate.”

In consideration of these characteristics of misclassified attributes, we intend to extend and revise the heuristic rules and perform additional experiments in the future to further improve their accuracy.

7.2. Experiments on the effectiveness of linear correlation discovery

In the second set of experiments, we compare the LCD methodology with the findings of human experts. As surrogates for human experts, we used research papers that analyzed the data sets used in Section 7.1. Three data sets from the classification experiments were chosen [40,45,47]. For the other data sets, we either lacked sufficient expertise to understand or could not obtain the related papers.

The analysis was performed using the Linear Correlation Discovery System described in [10]. Each run took from 30 min to 1 h. Delays in execution were primarily associated with the SPSS batch processor, which would load and shut down the SPSS server for each batch. The implementation was written so that each analysis was one batch job.

In Tables 8–10, we summarize the data sets and compare the findings of the original researchers with ours. Because the LCD methodology depends partly on user-defined thresholds, we set three threshold levels for strength: strong (0.09), moderate (0.04), and weak (0.01). We also established

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original findings</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Str.</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Weak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Father’s occupation predicts status of first job</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s occupation predicts status of current job</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son’s occupation predicts status of first job</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son’s occupation predicts status of current job</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race predicts status of first job</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race predicts status of current job</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family disruption predicts status of first job</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family disruption predicts status of current job</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the significance thresholds at 0.05. The result was required to be greater than the strength threshold and less than the significance threshold to be considered interesting.

In the study involving the “Effects of Family Disruption on Social Mobility” [40] data set, the authors used a sophisticated analytic model (SAT) to ascertain that a person’s father’s occupation, (eldest) son’s occupation, race, and family disruption level (e.g., separated parents, living with grandparents) correlated with the prestige level of the person’s first and current jobs. As Table 8 indicates, the proposed LCD methodology replicated the authors’ findings when a moderate effect size was used.

In the “Public Goods and Ethnic Divisions” [45] study, the authors used traditional measures of linear correlation, identical to those used herein, to demonstrate that ethnic heterogeneity, defined as environments in which the most populous ethnic race was only marginally more numerous than the next most populous race, caused governments to reallocate tax monies away from programs that provided unequal benefits to different races and toward programs that all races would value equally. For example, the authors found that ethnic heterogeneity was correlated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Original findings</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Str.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(City)</td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on sewage and trash pickup</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on police</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on fire protection</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads per capita</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Metro)</td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads</td>
<td>0.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on police</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on education</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on health</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads per capita</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Country)</td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on police</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on education</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on health</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on welfare</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads per capita</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9
Comparison of methodology versus published research: [45]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original findings</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Str.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on sewage and trash pickup</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on police</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on fire protection</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads per capita</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads</td>
<td>0.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on police</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on education</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on health</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic heterogeneity affects spending on roads per capita</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10
Comparison of methodology versus published research: [47]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original findings</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Str.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment investment affects GDP growth</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Equipment investment affects GDP growth</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with reduced spending on schools (some races value formal education more than others) and increased spending on hospitals (serious illnesses must be treated regardless of race). The study employed data sets with three levels of detail: city, metropolitan area, and country. Our findings are identical to the published results in the paper “Public Goods and Ethnic Divisions” [45] (Table 9). However, our interpretation of the results differs from that of the authors in several ways. For example, they conclude that ethnic heterogeneity affects government expenditure on fire departments. The $t$-values for this attribute in the original study was 0.002; Information systems (IS) research uses thresholds for $t$-values that are based on statistical significance at the 0.05 level. Thus, an IS researcher would have accepted this conclusion only if the $t$-value was at least 1.65 [25].

In the final study, “How Strongly Do Developing Countries Benefit from Equipment Investment?” [47], the authors attempted to ascertain the relationship between investment in capital equipment and gross domestic growth (GDP). The LCD methodology was able to replicate this study’s results even at the strong threshold.

The results of the second set of experiments indicate that the proposed LCD methodology is useful and effective in automating the process of LCD in that our experimental results largely agree with those of the studies we replicated. The main difference between our results and those of the original authors lies in our interpretation of the results. In addition, in many cases, the original authors elected to accept thresholds that are substantially lower than those we recommend, which is understandable given our substantively distinct perspectives. The original authors, following the hypothetico-deductive approach, were attempting to demonstrate the existence of a phenomenon. Thus, they needed to test for only a few things, and it was of greater importance to demonstrate the existence of a phenomenon than to investigate its strength. In contrast, the LCD methodology follows an exploratory, or data-mining approach, in which numerous possibilities (linear correlations) are tested. Furthermore, because it is unreasonable to expect that every discovered phenomenon can be acted on, only the strongest phenomena are of real importance, whereas weak phenomena are discarded as uninteresting.

8. Conclusion and future research

We present an automatic discovery methodology to expedite LCD from relational databases. The proposed LCD methodology improves knowledge discovery by enabling researchers to:

1. Discover linear correlations automatically. The methodology automates LCD by inferring the measurement properties of attributes, which are derived by examining schema information and the attributes’ values. Our established set of heuristic rules can determine the proper correlation measurement function for each potential linear correlation.

2. Consider attribute groups when identifying correlations. By identifying potential correlations, the methodology considers correlations between sets of attributes (i.e., attribute groups), as well as between individual attributes.

---

2 In the original study [45], the authors only report $R^2$ values for an overall model and derive conclusions about individual effects from the $t$-values.
Confirm the discovered correlations. Because the discovery confirmation method repeats the measurement of the discovered correlations on a set of data samples drawn from the original relation, artifact discoveries can be rejected automatically.

Our work on LCD has opened up several avenues of further research. For example, the LCD methodology considers only correlations of attribute groups with randomly distributed errors. It would be interesting to consider attribute groups with other error distributions as well. For example, time series analysis is performed on attribute groups in which errors are distributed according to a time sequence [12]. The automation of time series analysis remains an unsolved research problem.

The LCD methodology discovers correlations without considering the direction of their relationships. Whereas the LCD methodology can determine that Defects and Avg_Wage are related, it cannot determine whether increasing Avg_Wage leads to lower Defects or if lower Defects leads to a better Avg_Wage. One extension might automatically establish structural equation models [51], or models of directional connections, that are based on the discovered correlations.

In addition, it is necessary to derive the measurement properties of attributes to automate LCD, but it is computationally intensive to derive these properties through the analysis of schema information combined with data instances. This computational effort might be reduced if the measurement properties could be captured during the database design process and then embedded into the database schema. Determining the measurement properties that might be appropriate for embedding is an interesting research topic for database design.

Our method also adopts fairly primitive methods to screen out uninteresting pairs of multi-attribute data. Other mechanisms to screen out pairs of data with low correlation (e.g., those in [52,53]) could potentially enhance our method’s performance.

Finally, whereas database management systems have standard query languages and interfaces (e.g., SQL, ODBC) to facilitate easy access to data, such standardization does not exist for statistical data analysis packages. A language similar to SQL for data analysis should be developed to facilitate data analysis and knowledge discovery.
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Appendix A. Attribute classification

The following are the heuristic rules for assigning attributes to domain classes DICHTOMOUS, DATE, ORDINAL, CATEGORICAL, and NUMBER.
A.1. Dichotomous

(1) The data type of the attribute is Integer or String and the attribute has only two distinct instances.

A.2. Date

An attribute has more than two distinct instances and satisfies one of the following conditions.

(1) The attribute is of the Date data type.
(2) A date-specific function (e.g., Month(), Day_of_Week()) is applied to the attribute in an application of the database system. Many database management systems incorporate interfaces to programming languages such as C or Visual Basic. The application source code is searched for reserved words associated with an attribute. For example, if “Month (Start_Date)” is found in the application source code, there is strong evidence that Start_Date should be assigned the DATE domain class.
(3) The character strings “January”, “February” etc. are found in all instances.
(4) The attribute values have a consistent format that allows only numeric character values and a single, non-numeric, non-alphabetic character. That character must be found in one of the following positions:
   (a) Positions 3 and 6 (e.g., DD/MM/YY, MM-DD-YYYY, YY.MM.DD);
   (b) Positions 5 and 8 (e.g., YYYY.MM.DD);
   (c) Position 4 (e.g., DDD/YY);
   (d) Positions 2 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 and 5, or 3 and 6 (e.g., in some date formats, January 1, 1999, January 25, 1999, December 1, 1999, and December 25, 1999 are stored as 1/1/99, 1/25/99, 12/1/99, and 12/25/99); or
   (e) Positions 5 and 7, or 5 and 8 (e.g., 1999.1.1, 1999.25.1).
(5) An attribute has the Decimal data type and satisfies the following conditions:
   (a) It has an integer component of 5 or 7 digits and,
   (b) Its values correspond to dates within a specified range. For five-character attributes, for example, the range is set at 15020.5 and 51909.5. For seven-character attributes, the range is set at 2415020.5 and 2451909.5.
(6) An attribute has the String data type and satisfies the following conditions:
   (a) It has a length of 5, 6, 7, or 8 characters (e.g., DDDYY, DDMMYY, DDDYYYY, DDMMYYY);
   (b) It has character values 0...9; and
   (c) Its values conform to some accepted date representation system (e.g., the value ‘605074’ does not appear in any commonly accepted date representation system, but the value ‘123174’ [December 31, 1974] does).
(7) An attribute has the Integer data type and satisfies the following conditions:
   (a) It has 5-8 digits and
   (b) Its values conform to some accepted date representation system (e.g., DDDYY, Julian, or Modified Julian date representation system).
A.3. Ordinal and categorical

Neither DATE nor DICHOTOMOUS can be assigned to the attribute and it satisfies one of the following conditions.

1. The attribute has a data length of less than 10 with less than 26 distinct values. The values 10 and 26 are defaults and can be adjusted according to the database being mined.
2. The attribute is a foreign key and is the candidate key of a small relation (fewer than 26 instances) or look-up table.
   Justification: This rule attempts to capture CATEGORICAL or ORDINAL attributes that are presented as codes, such as departmental or occupational codes. Such codes are normally defined in a separate supporting table (called a look-up table). The value 26 is a default [2].
3. During data entry, the attribute values are selected from a list (e.g., pop-up window). Selection from a pop-up window can be discovered by searching for pop-up-related reserved words in the application source code.

The following four rules determine whether the attribute should be assigned the ORDINAL or CATEGORICAL domain class.

1. If an attribute has the Integer data type and a length greater than 2 (the size required for 25 distinct instances), it is assigned the ORDINAL domain class.
   Justification: This rule captures ORDINAL attributes which have character positions with independent meaning. For example, the Mercedes-Benz E series is structured on a three digit code, where the first digit refers to the size of the car and the remaining digits refer to the model. Thus, a Mercedes-Benz E 200 is a smaller car than the Mercedes-Benz E 450.
2. If the values of the attribute can be meaningfully ranked, the attribute is assigned the ORDINAL domain class. For example, the values of the attribute Transport_Service can be ranked as (1, 2, 3). We consider an attribute meaningfully ranked if it satisfies one of the following conditions.
   - It is updated with the same sequence or pattern from a temporal point of view. For example, at universities, an “Assistant Professor” usually becomes an “Associate Professor” and then a “Professor”.
   - It contains non-numeric character strings. If alphabetically sorted, the left-most character of each value is at most two characters less than the next attribute value.
   Justification: This rule enables LCD process to identify ORDINAL attributes such as Letter_Grade (i.e., A, B, C, D, and F), and Signal_Codes (i.e., Able, Baker, Charlie, Delta, Echo, and so forth).
3. If the values of an attribute can be found in a dictionary or spell-checking reference, the attribute is assigned the CATEGORICAL domain class. For example, countries (e.g., Afghanistan, Britain, China) will be found in a dictionary.
(4) If all distinct instances of the attribute except one can be arranged in running order and the exception ends with a 9, the attribute is assigned the CATEGORICAL domain class. For example, an attribute with instances \{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,99\} would be assigned to the CATEGORICAL domain class.

Note: It is sometimes difficult to classify attributes as either ORDINAL or CATEGORICAL on the basis of schema information and instances. In such cases, the analyst must determine the appropriate domain class. When the analyst is unable to do so, the CATEGORICAL domain class is assigned, which ensures that the ordering semantic is not mistakenly assigned to an attribute.

A.4. Number

The NUMBER domain class is assigned to an attribute if it satisfies one of the following conditions.

(1) The instances of the attribute are displayed with a measurement symbol (e.g., $1200.00, 25^\circ C, 35\mu m$).
(2) The attribute has the Integer or Float data type, is not a candidate or foreign key, and is never displayed on a report or screen in a non-numerical format. For example, the attribute Social_Security_Number is displayed as 999-99-9999 and thus would not be assigned to the NUMBER domain class.
(3) The attribute has the String data type, contains only numeric and associated characters (e.g., ".", ",") is not a candidate or foreign key, and is never displayed in a report or screen in a non-numerical format.

Appendix B. Justification for function assignment

B.1. Linear regression functions

An attribute group pair assigned the DATE domain class cannot be multiplied or divided. Thus, the correlation of any pair with the DATE domain class will always be linear with respect to the attribute groups. Consider the pair of attribute groups, \{{Start\_Date}, \{Defects\}\}. The linear function that correlates them will be of the form \(\text{Start\_Date} + C = \text{Defects}\), not of the form \(a \times \text{Start\_Date} + C = \text{Defects}\). Pearson’s coefficient of determination and canonical correlation are optimal for measuring their correlation. The measure extracted for analysis is \(R^2\).

B.2. Robust regression functions

An attribute group assigned the NUMBER domain class may correlate to an attribute group assigned an INTERVAL domain class in a non-straight-line fashion. We select the Box-Tidwell and Box–Cox functions to measure such a correlation because they provide the best tradeoff between computation speed and accuracy. However, canonical correlation is used in the case of two multi-attribute attribute groups with NUMBER domain classes, because there is no equivalent to the Box–Cox function that handles such a case. \(R^2\) is the measure derived from these functions.
B.3. Ordinal functions

The ordered logit and Spearman’s Rho (squared) are the only two functions that exploit order without exploiting distance. The use of Spearman’s Rho is discussed in most introductory statistics textbooks (e.g., [28, 29]). The semantic equivalence of Spearman’s Rho and $R$ is discussed in [54].

B.4. MANOVA and ANOVA

MANOVA and ANOVA are used when one attribute group is assigned the CATEGORICAL domain class and another is assigned the INTERVAL domain class. MANOVA, a generalization of the ANOVA, is used when the attribute group on the interval measurement scale has multiple attributes. The $\eta^2$ value of the MANOVA and ANOVA has the same semantic as the regression coefficient $R^2$ measured by the various regression functions [29].

B.5. Goodman and Kruskal’s Lambda

This function transforms the measure of the $\chi^2$ test into a number that is comparable with $\eta^2$ and $R^2$. Lambda is also used when one attribute group has the ORDINAL domain class, because no function exploits ordering in that situation.

B.6. Logistic regression, point biserial correlation, and Phi coefficient

These functions exploit the pseudo-distance information found in attribute groups in the DICHOTOMOUS domain class to measure correlation.
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